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CRITICAL NOTICES.
TALMUDICAL FRAGMENTS.
n1131314n2Wn-1n^nl nVnn 43:I 'tnSntn MtULjp.
Fragments in the Bodleian Library.

T'almudical
Edited, with Introduction,

and S. SINGER.(Cambridge,1896. 6 and
by S. SCHECHTER
28 pp. large 4to.)

Two prominent and representative men of the Jewish community
in England have joined in presenting a festive token to the learned
author of the History of the Jewish Tradition, on the occasion of

his eightieth birthday. Under the above title they publish, in
brilliant outfit, a lengthy piece from the Babylonian Talmud, and
a small fragment from the Talmud of Jerusalem, taken from the
most recent acquisitions of the Bodleian library. The MS. from
which they edit the piece from the Babylonian Talmud, occupying as much as twenty-six pages of an ordinary pocket edition
(Keritot, 4b-6a, I8 a-28b), has the distinction of bearing a date.
We read in a note, following the treatise of Keritot, that it was
ended in the month Adar I, A.M. 4883, i.e.

in the year

123,

and that the MS. was written by the scribe Joseph b. Samuel
b. Ephraim from the mountain of Nefusa (in Tripoli) for R. Nissim
b. R. Saadia. This date alone, which, as the editors point out in
their Introduction,stamps this MS. as the oldest dated Talmudical
book extant, is sufficientto commend it to the notice of scholars,now
that it has thus become accessible to all. But this Talmudical text
exhibits, besides, a good many peculiarities and numberlessreadings,
which differ from those of the ordinaryeditions. These are all of the
greater importance,because, as the editors point out, the treatise of
Keritot is one of those that were less frequently read, and has, for
this reason, been more corruptedby the copyists of formercenturies
and by the printers of later time. This present edition of almost half
the treatise of Keritot constitutes an important evidence of the condition of the text at an unusually early age. It is true, six centuries
had already elapsed since the conclusion of the Talmud before this
text was written; it is nevertheless of great, and in some cases of
a decisive value for the emendation and completion of the original.
It is, however, a fact that this text itself also requires emendation
VOL. IX.
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and completion, for it is as well to state that 0 (by which letter
we shall all along designate the text of the Oxford MS.) cannot
by any means be considered as an exemplary text. The editors
publish the text-and with good reason-without any critical apparatus. If they had undertakento edit the text of 0 with all its various
readings, the size of the book would have become double what it is,
since-as they observe in the Introduction-the text of 0 "offers in
almost every line readings varying more or less widely from the
editions." I shall adduce only a few specially remarkableexamples,
in orderto show that O, although not in equal measure as ed. (thus
the text of the editions is designated),yet contains very bad omissions
and errors,which prove that the same causes which made the text
of the editions appear in such deformed and neglected shape, had
already been at work when this MS., and perhaps its prototype also,
was written. On the whole I take it for granted that the text of O
has been printed with all possible accuracy; and indeed, the beautiful and clear writing of the MS., of one page of which a photographic facsimile is reproduced, puts no difficulties in the way of
a correct reprint. Nevertheless,it must be assumedthat some of the
errors are not those of the MS., but owe their existence to the
printer and the proof reader. In the following list, and also in
my further remarks, I shall quote the page and line of the book.
3. 3I InMpr. Inmp.
P. 2. 1.28 WX3yr. W 31t. 3. 28 j:lnK r. flTqnr.
4. 27 '1XN1 r. "KIl (ed. '73).
4. 5 dele MKXn. 4. I5 5p r. 5.
5. Io n5nn r. ,4nnl.
5. 23 N5's r. N5 's1; 1'I'5r. bMIv5. 5. 30
15yr. 15. . 7.7 PD nMpSnn r. n1ipnnD pMD. 8. 26 n;'n11 r. nnm.
12. 9 1:21 r. 1355;

35'

r. 325.

12. 25 l'nn snm r. 'rID SpT (ed.

InArpq); in the same manner 18. I2 5S3n N r. sr=nNp. 12. 25
13. 7 rnn,r r.
r. nnsD (vid.1.28). 13. i D59 r. 'D (I'tPd).
JDnnD
1
3'
17. 26
DnW ,n.
14. I Kbt r. i 1X. 14. 3 dele
pn '.
1 r. trD1tl.
20. 8 ,'lt
5: r. 53. 18. 26 rL:t 'Nn r. ln m.
22. 4 ,znn~ r. Nino. 23. 2, 3 nl r. 1fl. 23. 27 dele pnr'1 rD.
24. 9 '14. Y twice, r. l'N.
26. 7ln:rN r. Z3T.
Of the gaps in 0, such have to be mentioned first as are caused
by a sentence ending with the same word with which the following
ends (Homoeoteleuton). Thus 9. 7 after /'2 a whole passage ending
I
a whole piece,
'1VWV is missing. Also 12. I after nTKg4tn
ending with the same words. Similar, smaller or larger, gaps are
to be noticed: 12. I5 after nlnt1, 9p;3; 14. 6 after tl 53; 14. 15
after ,lYng ; 20. 9 after 1,:J ; 22. io after 'Ipn; 24. 17 after
Min1Dnly . Other gaps, caused by the omission of a whole passage,
are: 1. 15 before Kn; 24. 24 before s'tY'S; 25. 9 before MnVM.
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On 23. II, beforeyV=tMfl,a piece also commencing ytw n1 is omitted
(I4 lines in ed.). Of the omission of single words, spoiling the
sense, may be mentioned: 2. I9 NKomitted before 'Yn; 2. 24 after
fl3 insert Il] t 3 p; 20. 9 after
52'13 insert n'MI; 4. 8 after 51
171V insert 'DD2 N5.
Much more numerous,however, than the omissions in 0 are those
ot the editions which can now be corrected from 0. Here also the
gaps are for the most part occasionedby the besetting evil of MSS.,
the Homoeoteleuton. In the following I give the smaller and greater
passages from 0 which are wanting in the editions: 1. 22 sq. (vid.
in reference to this passage Kohut's Aruch, III, 77 b); 3. 24 sq.
11
mn 1K); 8. 22 sq. (.,, *rl
(n,y 'n..KW); 6. 7 sq. (,n'y ...
.
); 14. 31-15. I (... Klnm
ntaB); 9. 29-31; 12. 3 sq. (n,oni ,
rnn :I); 17. 3 sq. (nW'1QR...l*' )XtM); 19. 25-30 (several pieces);
22. 16-22 (several pieces);

23. ii sq. (in

. . new);

27. 20 sq.

(several pieces); 23. 31-24. 2; 24. 29-31; 25. 15-26. I.
A few examples will show how 0 can serve to correct errors in
the editions: 2. 25 ZJPn more correct than s1rln in the editions.
2. 27

P ': (='p=),

2n=mnn,

ed. 3n

in ed. 4p:3.

3. 16

,IVw fl, ed. iTlW

.3.

3. 23

m~rnn-. 3. 29 1p^1 n1, ed. p5W1o(r. lp9W1:;

in the parallel passage, Horajoth, II b 1:1?1p[lt 1W, but cod. Munich

reads there 1pa 1:1).
The editors have noticed in their clear introduction some of the
idiomatical peculiarities in 0, and observed that some forms and
particles display the idiomatical characteristics of the Palestinian
Talmud. I shall complement the editors' observation with some
remarksof a general nature. O exhibits an endeavourto Hebraize.
Thus: 2. io we find Ni,li for nl; 6. 2 'pip 5 instead of Pp:IpN;
6. 9 rJnwVwfor nr1S:1; 2. 22 ?MnR t'3 for lr7inIN. Compound
particles are preferentially dissolved into their parts. For nv' we
find nfN N in 12. IO; 12. 29; 13. 9. WK)N
NL for N:I in 6. 15;
25. 20.

fl

alt 'R for 'Ilt

in 13. 24, 25, 28, 29.

;6 Wn' for [5:D in

in Pal.
12. 5. For t':P we find once (16. 21) 'tRK -t'I(=
enclitic
is
from
the
The
severed
:rin
Kp
pj
verb;
Talmud).
particle
Thus
find
the
we
of
com(ed. 'tp), nniu p (ed. nnlDp).
particle
parison "I separated, n71Z 4:3(12. 6) for n1l13; an1,z (13. 26) for
T3 ; nlT'*: (18. 18) for nlt3. By means of such a severance we
learn the important, and probably correct, etymology of a wellknown particle, namely, of the particle 'Ti%1. Levy, I, 472a, says
that the word is a compound of 'n (= Wn)and 'I:. In O we find
I3ZIi consistently

written 'lJl

WKll (2. I, 25; 7.2;

17. 4).

This
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reading is in complete accord with the meaning of 15n1 "since
it is thus," "since that is the case," and this etymology explains
the meaning much better than Levy'sderivation. Besides,it explains
also the - under the i; the - of 5i
remained behind after
the 1 and K had been elided. This derivation throws also a new
light upon a reading which, according to Rabbinowicz (Dikduke
Soferim, VI, I) is consistently given in a certain MS., namely
K1
Nlil but another contraction of ]3 K"1n.
']Din; this is not
For "qD 0 writes rDVJl (18. 22), and that this is the original word
is shown by the circumstance that in another passage of Keritot
(8b) ed. have also DC)12(vid. Liebermann, Das Pronomenund das
Adverbiumdes babylonisch-talmudischen
Dialektes,Berlin, 1895,p. 30).
Of grammatical peculiarities it may be noticed that 0 has often
: for b in the third person imperfect; the latter form being more
usual in the BabylonianTalmud: NK22. 16; 1n2m 2. 17;
I PI'f 5. 20;
12.
In
is
5.
28
there
of
l,1qinstead
pZII
MKil(in the parallel
I7.
also
MS.
I2
Munich
has
a,
the
nUI).
passage, Horajoth,
The spelling of the plural form in ' with double yod is also
remarkable,thus "KNp2. i. The double yod denotes its pronunciation as a consonant; this spelling seems, therefore, to prove that the
pronunciation was not -.., but --. But we also find 4'Kpfor Kp,
6. 23, 7. i8, and in that case the sounding of the I as a consonant
is out of the question (M? = DaKp). But it is possible that in both
words the K is quiescent, and that they ought to be read .K?P and
4..i?. Another orthographical peculiarity of this manuscriptis that
the status emphaticusis always written with Minstead of K: ;EIM
(1. 4), lnnnl (1. 7, 20). The scriptio plena of the K is unusually
frequent in 0, and this has alreadybeen noticed in the editors'introduction. On the other hand, the I as materlectionis is often absent
in passages where ed. have it, e. g. 3. 12 '1nnnl for 'l~nil1.
The text of 0 also serves to enrich the Talmudicallexicography
with some interesting data. In 5. 29 sq. we find several times the
word 113=131,also P1121', for p1133in the editions; "your teacher;"
2'1.with pronominal suffixes was, except in the Targum, hitherto
known only as applied to God, in the expression bWy W I13ln.
DNp1,as a name of the Deity, always used with the article biPnil,
is found 20. 21 and 21. 7 without the article. But 3. 24 blpiZ, occurs,
otherwhere the editions read l'"2 WVIlMp.2. 26 .'n"D (ed. STDKM),
wise always =KS?D(Levy, III, 212 b). 6. 2 we read K[DIn for K'3I5
of the editions; the Munich MS. has in the parallel passage,
Horajoth, 2 a, also MD'tn. Both are names of a species of small
fishes. 5. 25 NKM'n is read for KSl1rIn,both pronunciations are
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I* N]MD
4. 26 for 1nr3a
M1nn we read '& MpM1K1nn2.
attested.
The phrase does not occur elsewhere in that form; in Horajoth, I i b
5. 30 12TVl2 IWn for W 1t:LW.
we find also '/M Dlpl N*2.
The Biblical passage, Isa. xlii. I9 (nWD.) seems to have exercised
13. 26 np
some influence.
, Hiphil for n5p.?, Piel. Levy, IV,
307, does not mention the Hiphil form of nkp. 6. 4, 5 Tnln
n'DD
for '13 ,2].
The Kal of 'lT is only in Aramaic used intranin
sitively (to be prolonged), vid. the instance
rl,nz1l13t0
Levy, III, 276 a. 8.4 l5nI (Piel) for J%'(Kal). The common phrase
rnynrKjD is abbreviated from NWny'N Np~D (= n1,'l1 rlVy),
vid. Levy, III, 536 b. In O we find once (1. 20) the complete reading,
everywhere else (e.g. 1. 26; 2. 2) the abbreviated form.
There are a few noteworthy variations in the names of the
authorities. The Tannaite 'ltWj'ynt '" is in the Mishna (IV, 3), and
the Talmudic sentences that refer to it, always called 'l~tW NSnW/ 'm.
This reading is found in the Jerusal. Talmud (Sabbath, 12 c), and in
the text of the Palestinian Mishna, edited by Lowe (The Mishna ..,
In all other passages, even of that
p. i8I a), '1TWn, VNYW"'.
Mishna Text, we read lt,t;' llrVW 'E. It is nevertheless probable,
that here, as in so many other cases, WNYlwhas erroneously been
put instead of ;iyYw. K'?t , which name is only in the Palestinian
Talmud written KTX't", is found here in that complete form, 22. 8.
2'.
23. 25 :bK :1 r"n E
12. 2 :1N '1: qN I for p12K 12"I
9. 4
5. 15 KN^:33' for A3M :1.
correctly for K1 '12 Mt' '".
'M 0K '" 11n
1. 5 1l for Z31. 20. 2 1:fln
qDI1 2' for Kl.
%
'n IK.
The name Simon b. Lakish is almost
for K::n 'n"lnD
in
full
written
VPpb 12 IyWOW
'l, and only rarely in the
everywhere
'
abbreviated form EVp tW',
usually adopted by the editions. We
'"
may add here that the abbreviation WIn points to the form VW

(= pllmW'an).
In the preceding remarks, I have considered only a comparatively
small portion of the various readings of 0. It may be assumed that
a considerable part of such readings are more in accordance with the
original text than those adopted in the editions. This is particularly
true in respect to the phraseology of the Talmudical discussion,
whi6h has a more archaic colour in the old MS. than in the
printed copies. Thus, for instance, 1. 25 1''41,[p3 v Np:3 0,n ;
NpS)DKNp seems to be more original than the corresponding
Or 5. 7 KWnKl
KR11.
passage in the editions: Kp?wDnnD Kp3: Kito
DN V w seems more original
r nI
Kmnlo
nrt
tnK 'D nDw
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than the corresponding 'InVDl'Dwn O n NbDW
,'
But
Kn.
enough has been said about the variae lectiones to recognize the
characteristics of 0. I only add a few remarks about its outward appearance. The editors point out that the Mishna text
of the whole chapter precedes the Talmud text, as it always
does in the Palestinian Talmud. The sections in the Talmud
text are in several cases separated from each other by the heading
'D'V(=-MpD). (3. 6; 6. 5; 14. 26, 28; 8. i8, 20; 20. 17.) It is the
same mode of dividing sections as that adopted by Tobia b. Eliezer
in his LekachTob. It is equivalentwith the term "VD,which, without
further indications, is used by Arabicauthors in the division of their
chapters. The editors believe that in four places accents can be
recognized (Introduction, p. 5, note 4). I must confess that I have
a difficulty in recognizing accents in these signs, occurring as they
do in this single case. If such a thing were possible at all, it would
be in one passage (12. 9), where we find the interrogative NI (" is it
not so ? ") supplied with a sign (two strokes under the word), which
is assumed to draw the reader's attention to the syntactic meaning
and the interrogative accentuation of the word. The sign under
nionn (14. 17) might have some such meaning. But when in the
phrase nr'l MN'= 11p(6. 7) the second word has the same sign
(this time over the word), or when in N'DnV1 W the word W
is dotted on the top, I cannot possibly see what meaning such
accents can have. The reason why in these cases a sign has been
put must remain undecided. On the other hand, we have a very
remarkable instance of the accentuation of a Talmudical text in
two fragments of the Palestinian Talmud, consisting of only two
pages (Berachot, 4 b and 6 b). The first part of these fragments is
for the most part supplied with accents, which had to serve as aids
towardsthe correct reading and accentuation of the text, and corresponds with our punctuation. They are the same accents that
are made use of in an old MS. in the Vatican of the Talmudical
treatise Berachot (Rabbinowicz, Dikduke Soferim, XI, I9: nD
nnmniN-Dp pt KtW5v).As an instance of this curiosity I quote the
W i
,il5n
1 ~
following passage (27. 24 sq.): ''1
tmn)
r
V
I
~
D
?
VD
^'
nl
'l.
The accent
nln
AI'Dnn
rK
over nZ1and ?''I1 correspondswith our colon, that over '111 to our
note of exclamation, the one under rlDn to our full stop. The sign
over tJ1D (to which belongs) is a comma or semicolon.
The learned editors have supplied a valuable contribution to the
critique of the text of the Talmud. The present specimen, not less
than collections of variae lectiones made by the late Rabbinowicz,

f,
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shows how infinitely difficult, or rather how absolutely impossible,
it is to establish a critically correct text of the Talmud, and to gain
even a partially correct reading from the many various readings.
The gentlemen who are preparing the new critical edition of the
Talmud that has been recently announced are, therefore, right when
they confine themselves to procuring a comparatively correct text
such as is offered by the Munich MS. and the Editio princeps.
Of course, such variae lectioneswould, above all, have to be given
as are found in the more ancient Talmudical documents. Of these
latter, the MS., edited in such beautiful form by Mr. Schechter
and Mr. Singer, deserves particular notice. Their festive gift
came post festem, but it is none the less welcome, not only to
the scholar to whom it was offered, but to all who have the study
of Talmudics at heart.
W. BACHER.

PHILONEAN LITERATURE.
Beitrage zur Geschichte der Griechischen Philosophie und Religion, von
PAUL WENDLAND u. OTTO KERN, Berlin,

I895.

Die Therapeuten, von PAUL WENDLAND, Leipzig, I896 (besonderer

Abdruck aus dem 22n. Supplementband der Jahrbuicher fur
Classische Philologie).
Die Philonischen Citaten im Clemens v. Alexandria (besonderer Abdruck
u. s. w.), von PAUL WENDLAND, I896.

I HAVEjoined these three works because they all three deal with
the same range of subjects. In the first Dr.Wendland deals with the
form of moral discourseknown as the Diatribe, with special reference
to the Vita Contemplativa and the essay Quod omnis probus liber of

Philo. He shows how this form of literature culminated in the first
century A.D., and how these two essays of Philo exemplify it. The
aim of such essays was to sketch out a life accordingto nature after
the Stoic-Cynical conception of it, and to contrast its simple nobility
with the life of luxury and indolence.
Incidentally Dr. Wendland shows that these two works could only
have been producedin the first decades of the first century and at no
later epoch.
The second of the three works is a substantiveand important contribution to the controversyrespecting the authorship and date of
the description of the Therapeutae. In seven chapters overflowing

